[Clinical value of a domestic portable monitoring system for the diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome].
Objective:The aim of this study is to evaluate the clinical value of a portable monitoring system(YH600B) in OSAHS by comparing the consistency of overnight sleeping data recorded by polysomnography and YH600B. Method:One hundred and nineteen snoring patients underwent one-night polysomnography(PSG)and YH600B simultaneously.The measured data by the two methods were compared to analysis their correlation,including AHI and LSaO₂.The Bland Altman plots was used to assess the consistency between PSG and STD.Sensitivity and specificity comparisons were plotted graphically using receiver operating characteristic(ROC) curve analysis.Result:All cases were well tolerated the procedure.①AHI and LSaO₂ measured by the two techniques have strong correlation(r=0.981, r=0.882,P<0.05,respectively).②Bland Altman analyses showed strong agreement between AHI values from the YH600B and PSG recordings.③the ROC-curve showed that AHI cut off value was 7.25,area under the curve was 0.992 3,sensitivity was 98.1%,and specificity was 92.2%.Conclusion:These data suggest that YH600B have highly consistency with PSG,and YH600B is accurate in the application of the diagnosis of OSAHS.